THE HASEGAWA GENERAL STORE
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UPON THE ISLAND OF MAUI FAR FROM WAIKIKI
C7
F
THERE'S A PLACE CALLED HANA THAT IS HEAVENLY
F7 Bb Bbm
AND WHEN YOU GO THERE YOU'VE GOT TO SEE,
F C7 F
THE HASEGAWA GENERAL STORE
F
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NOW AS YOU WALK THROUGH THE DOORWAY WHAT A GREAT SURPRISE
C7
F
THERE'S A WONDERFUL VARIETY OF MERCHANDISE
F7 Bb Bbm
IT'S ALL SPREAD OUT THERE BEFORE YOUR EYES,
F C7 F
AT THE HASEGAWA GENERAL STORE
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YOU'LL FIND A BASEBALL BAT, AND A PANIOLO HAT
Bb Bbmaj7 Bb6 Bb
SUNBURN CREAM AND THE LATEST MAGAZINES
G7
MU'UMU'US, SOME MANGOES AND 'UKULELES TOO
C7
AND EVEN A HAMBURGER FOR A MALIHINI LIKE YOU

F
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THEY SAY A CHEERFUL "ALOHA" WHEN YOU FIRST COME BY
C7
F
AND A SWEET "MAHALO NUI" WHEN YOU SAY GOODBYE
F7 Bb Bbm
YOU CAN'T RESIST IT, ONCE YOU TRY
F C7 F
THE HASEGAWA GENERAL STORE

Ooooo F7
THEY'VE GOT KUKUI NUTS AND ASSORTED COLD CUTS
Bb Bbmaj7 Bb6 Bb
SURFER'S PANTS AND PAPAYA PLANTS
G7
A SHINY KOA CALABASH TO CATCH YOUR EYE
C7
AND SOME 'OKOLEHAO IF YOUR THROAT GOES DRY

F       G7
YOU MUST WALK VERY SLOWLY AS THE TOUR BEGINS
C7       F
AMONG PINEAPPLES AND CEREALS AND BOBBIE PINS
F7       Bb       Bbm
SPEARS AND GOGGLES AND SWIMMING FINS,
F       C7       F
AT THE HASEGAWA GENERAL STORE

Oooo       F7
THEY'VE GOT KUKUI NUTS AND ASSORTED COLD CUTS
Bb       Bbmaj7       Bb6       Bb
SURFER'S PANTS AND PAPAYA PLANTS
G7
A SHINY KOA CALABASH TO CATCH YOU EYE
C7
AND SOME 'OKOLEHAO' IF YOUR THROAT GOES DRY

F       G7
SO IF YOU'RE EVER IN HANA WITH SOME TIME TO SPARE
C7       F
THEN YOU'VE GOT TO HOLOHOLO DOWN TO YOU KNOW WHERE
F7       Bb       Bbm
YOU JUST NAME IT, THEY'VE GOT IT THERE,
F       C7       F
AT THE HASEGAWA GENERAL STORE

F7       Bb       Bbm
ALL YOU DO IS NAME IT AND THEY'VE GOT IT THERE,
F       C7       F       C7
THE HASEGAWA GENERAL HASEGAWA GENERAL,
F       C7       F
HASEGAWA GENERAL STORE